MSE Graduate Student Advisory Committee

presents

Materials Science & Engineering Summer Seminar Series

Prof. Mike McHenry
“Using Ancestry Software to take Random Trips Through Time”
June 5th, 12pm, DH A303

Prof. Chris Bettinger
"Mountaineering 101: A Brief Introduction to Alpine Climbing"
June 26th, 12pm, DH A303

Prof. Brian Webler
“How Materials have Shaped the History of Pittsburgh”
July 10th, 12pm, DH A303

Prof. Liz Holm
**Special Glass Blowing Event**--limited to first 20 people
July 27th, 12:15-2:15pm, Pittsburgh Glass Center

Prof. Chris Pistorius
“Odd Plants of Western Pennsylvania”
July 31st, 12pm, DH A303

Prof. David Laughlin
“Topology and the Materials Scientist”
August 14th, 12pm, DH A303